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Abstract
The spatial variation in phase and the propagating wave-front of plane wave
electromagnetic radiation are widely familiar text-book territory. In contrast,
the developing amplitude and phase of radiation emitted by a dipole or
multipole source generally receive less attention, despite the prevalence of these
systems. There is additional complexity in such cases where, in consequence of
retardation, the character and features significantly and progressively change
as radiation propagates onwards, from the near-field and out towards the wave-
zone. Readily developed analytical representations of the electric field, cast as
a function of distance from the source, provide illuminating insights into the
most prominent and distinctive properties of radiant electromagnetic emission.
Graphical implementations and animations of the results prove particularly
instructive in revealing the spatial form and temporal evolution of the emergent
electromagnetic fields.
S Online supplementary data available from stacks.iop.org/EJP/33/345/mmedia
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction
The depiction of light as a travelling wave represents a major pillar of development in the
modern understanding of optical physics, and it rightly secures an important place in most
introductions to classical optics and electromagnetism. The shortcomings associated with the
failure of such a representation to account for quantum phenomena demand attention soon
enough, but there are other respects, less obvious but also important, in which the classical
wave picture is potentially quite misleading. In particular, it might lead one to suppose that the
light emanating from a source at the origin had precisely the same properties at large distances
as it does close to the source, reduced intensity notwithstanding. However, it is well-known
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that the character of light in the near-field (or near-zone) region, defined as a distance regime
(0, λ/2π ) where λ is the wavelength, is very different from the form of light propagating
onwards, beyond the locality of the emitter. Indeed, the characteristics of propagative radiation
are only acquired at distances from the source that are significantly larger than the optical
wavelength.
Most optical observations involve radiation propagating in the far-field, where the distance
between the source and detector antennas is much greater than the electromagnetic wavelength.
However, it has emerged that near-field radiation represents an extremely useful means
of conveying electromagnetic excitation over small distances, in a variety of connections.
The levels of intensity required to produce a meaningful signal are much lower than for
conventionally propagating light, and there is a supplementary advantage that significantly sub-
wavelength resolution can be achieved. In the visible wavelength range, for example, where
it was long anticipated that such features might be exploited in achieving enhanced resolution
imaging [1], the vision has come to fruition in the techniques of near-field microscopy [2] that
are now extensively used in biological applications [3, 4]. In the same context many recent
developments are associated with the local influence of surface plasmons [5], related to the
special features of near-field light generated in the vicinity of nanostructured metal surfaces.
Moreover, several other technologies exploiting near-field coupling operate at much longer
wavelengths, namely in the radiofrequency region. While traditional radio communication is
commonly conducted in the far-field, near-field communication is now increasingly being used
for ticketing or payment devices, particularly through integration with mobile phones [6].
The following study aims to explore the development in amplitude and phase of light
emitted by electric dipole and other multipole sources; this is suitable for introducing these
and other more advanced topics in near-field optics and electromagnetic theory. The distinctive
properties of light in the near-zone are identified and their progress followed as the radiation
propagates onwards, from the near-field and on towards the wave-zone. Over the space of
several wavelengths the functional forms of the phase and amplitude exhibit a significant
change in character due to the onset of retardation. The analysis affords numerous physical
insights and shows how analytical representations of the electric field, readily developed,
exhibit its variation as a function of distance from the source, revealing some of the
less familiar properties of radiant electromagnetic emission. It is also demonstrated how
relatively straightforward graphical implementations and animations of the ensuing results
can prove instructive in portraying the spatial form and temporal evolution of the emergent
electromagnetic fields, clearly showing the limitations and shortcomings of a simple classical
wave depiction.
2. Background physics
While recognizing the generality of the phenomena to be addressed, it is helpful to cultivate
a physical picture by focusing on a specific wavelength regime. The transmitter–detector
picture, generally applied in the microwave and radio region, is just as valid in the ultraviolet
or visible electromagnetic range, and the near- and far-field forms of excitation transfer are
indeed analogous in form to their radio-wave counterparts. At these shorter wavelengths,
however, the dipole antennas comprise molecules, particles, ions, colour centres, etc, and the
encompassing term ‘chromophore’ can be applied to the source and to the detector. Near-
field signal detection (here spanning typically nanoscale dimensions) is the result of energy
transfer between electronic transitions in the emitter and absorber chromophores, through a
coupling between the corresponding transition dipole moments [7]. The associated near-field
transfer, which is highly important in many optical and photophysical applications [8–12],
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is commonly termed ‘resonance energy transfer’, RET; this represents the entirety of the
emission and detection process. Applying the principles of quantum electrodynamics (QED)
confirms that the experimentally well-characterized phenomenon of RET is the near-field
asymptote of a more general coupling mechanism that applies across a full range of distances,
encompassing as limits both ‘radiationless’ transfer (over distances R  λ/2π , where λ is the
optical wavelength) and ‘radiative’ energy transfer (R  λ/2π ) [13, 14]. Our interest focuses
on the near-zone and just beyond, as the radiation covers the first few wavelengths of its
path outwards from the source. A previous article has discussed the implications of quantum
uncertainty within this region [15].
While the angular distributions of dipole and other multipole forms of emission are well-
known [16], it is the purpose of this paper to characterize the radial form of electromagnetic
fields produced by the most common forms of multipolar emission. The aim is to identify
distinctive features of the near-field, and to show how the developing amplitude and phase
of radiation significantly and progressively change as radiation propagates onwards, from
the near-field and out towards the wave-zone. With the use of QED methods, the retardation
properties that are responsible for this development are intrinsic within the formulation. The
physical picture is that of an electromagnetic transmitter (or, in terms of RET, energy donor)
whose electromagnetic emission is detected by a suitably positioned and efficient probe (energy
acceptor); it will be assumed that the detected signal results from resonant absorption at the
frequency of the transmitted field.
The most familiar and commonplace interactions (for both emitter and detector processes)
occur through electric dipolar transitions. Accordingly we begin with a brief overview of the
QED derivation of the electric field, due to electric dipole emission (section 3). As a concise
terminology we shall refer to this case as electric dipole–electric dipole (E1–E1) coupling.
Then, since there are some instances where the donor or acceptor transition is electric dipole
forbidden, on symmetry or geometric grounds, we consider in section 4 the nature of the
electric field produced by electric quadrupole emission (still detected by a conventional dipolar
detector, i.e. E2–E1 coupling); a detailed derivation will be presented for that case. Section
5 explores the magnetic field delivered by an electric dipole source (M1–E1 coupling), and
the converse. Section 6 summarizes key aspects of the physics that can be learned from the
analysis.
3. Radial distribution of the field from an electric dipole
As a starting point for the analysis, we shall develop a formulation of emission and detection
using QED. More information on the development and detail of the methods to be employed
is available in several definitive texts [17–19]; the interested reader will find a very clear
exposition of the relative advantages of QED, in comparison to a semiclassical formulation,
nicely set forth in a comprehensive volume by Grynberg et al [20]. To begin, the non-relativistic
Hamiltonian energy of a molecular system can be presented in the following QED form:
H =
∑
ξ
Hmol(ξ ) +
∑
ξ
Hint(ξ ) + Hrad. (1)
Here, Hmol(ξ ) and Hrad are the respective Hamiltonians for a chromophore, ξ , and the radiation
field; Hint(ξ ) is the multipolar Hamiltonian for the interaction between the chromophore and
the radiation field—which can of course be the vacuum field. For present purposes, equation
(1) can be regarded as being applied to a system comprising just two material components,
ξ signifying the source/donor or the detector/acceptor. By inspection of this expression it is
immediately apparent that, in contrast to most classical descriptions, energy transfer is not
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mediated by instantaneous coupling interactions—note the absence of any terms connecting
different chromophores—but causally, through an electromagnetic field with a finite speed of
propagation [21].
The term of most interest in equation (1) is the interaction term, since the light–matter
interactions act as a perturbation to the total energy of the particles and the fields in isolation.
We begin by considering the simplest and most frequently occurring case, in which emission
occurs as the result of an electric dipole transition in the source, and the emitted radiation is
detected as the result of an electric dipole-allowed transition in the detector; in consequence,
what is detected is in fact the electric field delivered by the source. To determine the quantum
amplitude Me–e for this E1–E1 coupling, perturbation theory is applied through the following
expression:
Me–e =
∑
r
〈 f |Hint(ξ )| r〉 〈r |Hint(ξ )| i〉
(Ei − Er) , (2)
where |i〉 and | f 〉 are the initial and final system states, respectively, and |r〉 represents an
intermediate state; each system state may be decomposed into its matter and radiation (Fock)
states. Moreover, E denotes the energy of a state denoted by the subscript. In the electric dipole
approximation, Hint(ξ ) is explicitly written as
Hint(ξ ) = −
∑
ξ
μ(ξ ) · e⊥(Rξ ), (3)
where the electric dipole moment operator, μ(ξ ), operates on matter states and the transverse
electric field operator, e⊥(Rξ ), operates on radiation states (other multipole contributions to (3)
are to be considered later). The explicit form of the electric field operator involves a summation
over wave-vectors, p (magnitude p) and polarizations, η, of the radiation field, usually written
in the following mode expansion:
e⊥(Rζ ) = i
∑
p,η
(
cp
2ε0V
)1/2{
e(η)(p)a(η)(p) ei(p · Rζ ) − e¯(η)(p)a†(η)(p) e−i(p · Rζ )}, (4)
where e(η)(p) is the polarization unit vector (e¯(η)(p) being its complex conjugate), V is
an arbitrary quantization volume and a(η)(p), a†(η)(p) are respectively the annihilation and
creation operators for a mode (p, η). The complicated derivation employed to determine the
full expression for Me–efi from equation (2), via (3) and (4), is outlined elsewhere [15]. For the
purposes of this paper, the result is expressible as follows:
ME1–E1 = μAi Vi j(k, R)μBj , (5)
where μ is the transition dipole moment for the component denoted by the superscript (either
donor A or acceptor B) and the E1–E1 coupling tensor, Vi j(k, R), is cast as [14, 15]
Vi j(k, R) =
eikR
4πε0R3
[(1 − ikR)(δi j − 3RˆiRˆ j) − (kR)2(δi j − RˆiRˆ j)]. (6)
Here, the convention of summation over repeated Cartesian indices is implemented.
Furthermore, R is the intermolecular donor–acceptor separation vector, ck is the magnitude
of the energy transferred and eikR is the phase factor (time does not feature explicitly; we
introduce it later). Note that the wave-vector magnitude is not denoted by p here, because k
is a specific value determined by the energetics of the emissive and absorptive transitions, as
opposed to the summation variable in the mode expansion (4).
Continuing, the electric field emanating from the source is now determined from
E (E1)j = −μAi Vi j(k, R), such that equation (6) gives
E (E1)j =
eikR
4πε0R3
[{3(μ · ˆR)Rˆ j − μ j}(1 − ikR) + {μ j − (μ · ˆR)Rˆ j}k2R2], (7)
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Figure 1. The transverse electric field generated by an irradiating electric dipole, as determined
from equation (9). The z-axis represents the magnitude of the field, and the phase oscillation is
depicted by the cycle of colours. The animated version showing the time evolution can be accessed
by the hyperlink (see ETransvPhase.gif available at stacks.iop.org/EJP/33/345/mmedia).
dropping the redundant superscript A denoting the source. Furthermore, the electric field
may be split into longitudinal and transverse components (with respect to R), so that
E (E1)‖ j = (E (E1)i Rˆi)Rˆ j and E (E1)⊥ j = E (E1)j − E (E1)‖ j represent the longitudinal and transverse
components, respectively. Therefore, the explicit form of the longitudinal component of the
electric field is written as
E (E1)‖ j =
eikR
4πε0R3
[2(μ · R)(1 − ikR)Rˆ j], (8)
and the transverse component
E (E1)⊥ j =
eikR
4πε0R3
((μ · ˆR)Rˆ j − μ j)(1 − ikR − k2R2). (9)
The radially cyclic phase, and the sharply declining amplitude associated with this field close
to its source, are illustrated by the plot shown in figure 1, calculated for simplicity with the
assumption μ⊥R (signifying a source dipole perpendicular to the plane in which the field is
shown radiating outwards). In producing this plot, the magnitude of the field is determined
from
|E (E1)⊥ | = (E (E1)⊥ E (E1)∗⊥ )
1
2 ∼ 1
R3
(1 − k2R2 + k4R4) 12 , (10)
and the phase, θ ;
θ = tan−1
(−kR cos kR + sin kR − k2R2 sin kR
cos kR − k2R2 cos kR + kR sin kR
)
, (11)
where the argument of the inverse tangent is the ratio of the imaginary and real parts of the
transverse field—a simple exercise to prove. In figure 1, the z-axis represents the magnitude
on an arbitrary scale, and the colours represent the phase, the latter graphically exhibiting the
oscillatory behaviour of the electric field.
Before proceeding further, we note the importance of recognizing the temporal flow of
radiation, responsible for the oscillation of the field at any fixed point. To this end we can
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Figure 2. The magnitude of the longitudinal and transverse components (with respect to R) of an
E1 dipole-emitted electric field, plotted against kR. The real and imaginary parts of each component
are also included. The three longitudinal field curves can be indentified by their zero long-range
asymptote.
introduce the time-dependent phase factor e−iωt driving the emission, where ω denotes the
angular frequency and t is the time; this develops the exponential phase factor in the electric
field into the readily recognized wave form, eikR−iωt . The associated time evolution can be
visualized through animations available at stacks.iop.org/EJP/33/345/mmedia, accessible via
the hyperlink attached to figure 1.
Returning to equations (8) and (9), it is also instructive to plot the variation of transverse
and longitudinal components of the electric field against kR; the magnitude of the real and
imaginary parts of each component are separately illustrated in figure 2. These plots lend
further insights into the behaviour of the electric field in the near- and far-zone. In addition
to the clear decrease in magnitude of both the transverse and longitudinal field components
with distance, figure 2 clearly illustrates that the longitudinal component dominates close to
the source, whilst the transverse component becomes the principal contributor as distance
increases; the longitudinal component more rapidly decreases and approaches zero at larger
distances. This exhibits the physical significance, in equations (8) and (9), of the fact
that the transverse component contains an R–1 leading term—which, in the long range,
will dominate over the R−2 and R−3 terms of the longitudinal component. For additional
clarity, figures 3 and 4 individually illustrate the transverse and longitudinal components,
respectively, with real and imaginary parts included; once again there are animations available
at stacks.iop.org/EJP/33/345/mmedia showing the time dependence, exhibiting the outward
flow that cyclically interchanges the real and imaginary parts, with a phase difference of π/2.
It is interesting to note that the wavelength of the radiating dipole field tends towards that
of a free plane-wave with the same frequency, as we move away from the source. This can be
seen from equation (9), for example; as R → ∞, we have E (E1)⊥ j ≈ −eikR/R, so that the zeros
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Figure 3. The magnitude of the transverse component of the E1 electric field, including its real
and imaginary parts. The animated version showing the time evolution can be accessed by the
hyperlink (see ETransMov.gif available at stacks.iop.org/EJP/33/345/mmedia).
Table 1. The zeros (nodes) of the real part of the electric field and the distance between two
consecutive nodes (half-wavelength). The results are in units of kR.
Node Node distance
4.4817
7.7230 3.2413
10.9033 3.1803
14.0658 3.1625
17.2206 3.1547
20.3712 3.1506
23.5194 3.1482
26.6660 3.1466
29.8116 3.1456
32.9564 3.1448
36.1006 3.1442
39.2444 3.1438
(nodes) of E (E1)⊥ j are exactly those of eikR. The wavelength in units of kR is exactly 2π ; the
interval between any two consecutive zeros is π . Close to the source at R = 0, however, the
radiation has a varying interval between successive zeros of the electric field; values can be
calculated numerically by setting the real part of the field (9) equal to zero,
(1 − k2R2) cos(kR) + kR sin(kR) = 0, (12)
which can be solved by the well-known Newton–Raphson method. Values for the first
few intervals are given in table 1; for example the interval between the first two nodes is
approximately 1.03 half-wavelengths. Such notable features are, indeed, measurable; they are,
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Figure 4. The magnitude of the longitudinal component of the E1 electric field, including its real
and imaginary parts. The animated version showing the time evolution can be accessed by the
hyperlink (see ELongMov.gif available at stacks.iop.org/EJP/33/345/mmedia).
for example, manifest in the observations of near-field electromagnetically induced forces
between microscopic particles, known as optical binding [22–27].
4. Electric field from an electric quadrupolar source
As mentioned earlier, in cases where radiation is produced (or detected) by a chromophore
transition that is electric dipole forbidden or geometrically precluded, then E1–E1 coupling
no longer applies. However, subject to a suitable disposition of the relevant energy levels,
radiation may nonetheless propagate from source to detector by engaging a weaker electric
multipole in the dipole-forbidden transition. Accordingly, we now extend consideration to the
case of electric quadrupole emission. With the linear response of a dipolar detector once again
deployed to measure the emanating electric field, electric quadrupole–electric dipole coupling
will dominate; we require the theory for E2–E1 coupling.
A tensor representation for E2–E1 coupling follows the same derivation procedure as
previously, with the interaction Hamiltonian now written as
Hint = −
∑
ξ
{
μ(ξ ) · e⊥(Rξ ) + Qi j(ξ )∇ie⊥j (Rξ )
}
, (13)
where Qi j (ξ ) is the electric quadruple operator. Generally, account should be taken of the
case where the electric dipole is the transmitter and the quadrupole the detector, and vice
versa. Therefore, the quantum amplitude for E2–E1 coupling is composed of two parts,
ME1–E2fi + ME2–E1fi where superscripts denote the transition multipoles for A and B respectively.
The results emerge in the following form [28, 29]:
ME1–E2fi + ME2–E1fi =
{
μAi 
B
jk − AjkμBi
}
Vi jk(k, R). (14)
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Here,  jk is an electric quadrupole moment. The second term of (14) is the one of current
interest, as follows from the above description. The E1–E2 coupling tensor is given by
Vi jk(k, R)= ik
4
4πε0
[
δi jRˆkh(1)1 (kR) −
1
kR
(δi jRˆk + δikRˆ j + δ jkRˆi)h(1)2 (kR) + RˆiRˆ jRˆkh(1)3 (kR)
]
,
(15)
where h(1)1 (kR), h
(1)
2 (kR) and h
(1)
3 (kR) are Bessel functions of the following explicit form:
h(1)1 (kR) = −eikR
(
1
kR
+ i
k2R2
)
,
h(1)2 (kR) = eikR
(
i
kR
− 3
k2R2
− 3i
k3R3
)
,
h(1)3 (kR) = eikR
(
1
kR
+ 2i
k2R2
− 15
k3R3
− 15i
k4R4
)
.
(16)
Equation (15) is related to the quadrupole field by the expression E (E2)i = AjkVi jk(k, R), so
that
E (E2)i =
ik4
4πε0
[
ikRˆkh(1)1 (kR)−
1
kR
(ikRˆk + jiRˆ j + j jRˆi)h(1)2 (kR)+ jkRˆiRˆ jRˆkh(1)3 (kR)
]
.
(17)
Since the dummy indices are arbitrary and the transition quadrupole moment is traceless, this
simplifies to
E (E2)i =
ik4
4πε0
[
ikRˆk
(
h(1)1 (kR) −
2
kR
h(1)2 (kR)
)
+  jkRˆiRˆ jRˆkh(1)3 (kR)
]
. (18)
As previously, for the electric dipole field, the longitudinal component of the quadrupole field
is given by E (E2)‖i = (E (E2)i Rˆl )Rˆi. Thus, from equation (18) we obtain
E (E2)‖i =
ik4
4πε0
[
ikRˆkRˆiRˆl
(
h(1)1 (kR) −
2
kR
h(1)2 (kR)
)
+  jkRˆl Rˆ jRˆkh(1)3 (kR)
]
, (19)
which, since the dummy indices can be relabelled without changing the expression, simplifies
to
E (E2)‖ i =
ik4
4πε0
 jkRˆiRˆ jRˆk
{
h(1)1 (kR) −
2
kR
h(1)2 (kR) + h(1)3 (kR)
}
. (20)
The transverse component is determined from Q⊥i = Qi − QIIi , so that
E (E2)⊥i =
ik4
4πε0
ikRˆk(1 − RˆiRˆ j)
{
h(1)1 (kR) −
2
kR
h(1)2 (kR)
}
. (21)
Substituting in the Bessel functions, and simplifying, equations (20) and (21) become
E (E2)‖ i =
k4eikR
4πε0
 jkRˆiRˆ jRˆk
(
1
k2R2
− 9i
k3R3
+ 9
k4R4
)
, (22)
E (E2)⊥i =
k4eikR
4πε0
 jkRˆk(RˆiRˆ j − 1)
(
i
kR
− 3
k2R2
− 6i
k3R3
+ 6
k4R4
)
. (23)
The magnitudes of both the transverse and longitudinal components of this field, produced
by a quadrupolar source, are illustrated in figure 5. The figure shows that both components
of the quadrupole field decrease much more quickly with distance from the transmitter, than
in the E1–E1 case. This is due to the presence in equations (20) and (21) of an R–4 term,
which does not appear in the expression for E1–E1 coupling; as a result, the effective range
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Figure 5. The magnitude of the transverse and longitudinal components of the E2 electric
quadrupole field, including its real and imaginary parts. The three longitudinal field curves can be
identified by their zero long-range asymptote.
of the electric quadrupole field is small compared to that of the electric dipole. The graph
also shows that the longitudinal component dominates in the near–field, and both components
tend to zero in the far-field. Comparison with the earlier graphs again shows the characteristic
oscillatory behaviour of the real and imaginary parts of each component, but now much more
greatly damped. Figures 6 and 7, which show the separate components for clarity, can again
be regarded as snapshots of a time-dependent evolution, explicitly exhibited in animations
available at stacks.iop.org/EJP/33/345/mmedia accessible from the embedded hyperlinks.
5. Electric field from a magnetic dipole source, and vice versa
For the case of a magnetic dipole source, again with the use of an electric dipolar detector
for the electromagnetic field so produced, we require the development of theory for M1–E1
coupling. The interaction Hamiltonian is now
Hint = −
∑
ξ
{μ(ξ ) · e⊥(Rξ ) + m(ξ ) · b(Rξ )}, (24)
which exhibits both the magnetic dipole operator, m(ξ ), and the magnetic field operator,
b(Rξ ). The latter operator may be cast as a mode expansion:
b(Rξ ) = i
∑
p,λ
(
k
2ε0cV
) 1
2 {b(λ)(p)a(λ)(p)eip · Rξ − ¯b(λ)(p)a†(λ)(p)e−ip · Rξ }, (25)
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Figure 6. The magnitude of the transverse component of the E2 quadrupole field, including its
real and imaginary parts. The animated version showing the time evolution can be accessed by the
hyperlink (see QTransMov.gif available at stacks.iop.org/EJP/33/345/mmedia).
where b(λ) (p) = pˆ×e(λ)(p) is the magnetic polarization vector in the direction of the magnetic
field vector and ¯b(λ)(p) is its complex conjugate. Once again, the quantum amplitude for M1–
E1 coupling comprises two parts, ME1–M1fi + MM1–E1fi , and is determined as [10, 12]
ME1–M1fi + MM1–E1fi =
(
μAi m
B
j + mAj μBi
)
Ui j(k, R), (26)
where m denotes a magnetic transition dipole moment. The second term of (26) reflects dipolar
detection of an electric field EM1i = −mAj Ui j (k, R), produced by magnetic dipole emission.
Conversely, the first term of (26) represents the dipolar detection of a magnetic field, as would
be produced by electric dipole emission. Both are of exactly similar form and engage the same
coupling tensor, given by
Ui j(k, R) = e
ikR
4πε0
εi jk
Rˆk
R3
(−ikR − k2R2). (27)
Thus the magnetic field resulting from electric dipole emission is related to the coupling tensor
through BE1j = −μAi Ui j(k, R), so that
BE1j =
eikR
4πε0R3
μiRˆkεi jk(ikR + k2R2), (28)
again in agreement with [16]. By contrast to the electric field in the E1–E1 and E2–E1
cases, equations (7) and (18), this magnetic field is entirely transverse with respect to R.
The transverse component of the magnetic field has a similar graphical form to its electric
counterpart (figure 8). Once again, the magnitude of the field decreases with increasing distance
from the source, the real and imaginary parts oscillating out of phase by π/2; however the
near-field is dominated by the term with an inverse square dependence on R. It is noteworthy
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Figure 7. The magnitude of the longitudinal component of the E2 quadrupole field, including its
real and imaginary parts. The animated version showing the time evolution can be accessed by the
hyperlink (see QLongMov.gif available at stacks.iop.org/EJP/33/345/mmedia).
that the electric field resulting from magnetic dipole emission simply involves the replacement
of μ with m in equation (28); the form of the associated plot will be identical to figure 5. For
completeness, and in passing, we note that M1–M1 coupling takes precisely the same form as
the E1–E1 coupling discussed earlier.
6. Discussion
The above analysis amply illustrates the significance of the distance regime in which the
electromagnetic fields of light are measured, relative to their source, over the first few
wavelengths of optical propagation. We have previously exhibited the physical implications
of quantum uncertainty in this regime [15], showing its manifestation in the derivations of
the multipole coupling tensors. Here we have focused on the developing amplitude and phase
of the emitted radiation, their interplay even proving to produce an effective variation in
wavelength close to the source. These matters are not only of fundamental interest; the subject
area also has great practical importance in connection with ongoing developments at the
forefront of nanophotonics, where work is progressing towards the creation of ultra-compact
optical antennas [30]. Before concluding, we note here a few other lessons that can be learned
from this discourse.
First, it has become apparent that the form of tensor coupling between any given electric
or magnetic multipolar transitions, involved in emission and detection, is invariant with respect
to interchange of those roles. This is made evident because we have taken care to include a
full representation of the energy transfer process, including detection, in an RET development.
Hence it becomes obvious that the magnetic field emitted by a regular electric dipolar source
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Figure 8. The magnitude of a magnetic field deriving from an electric dipole, including its real and
imaginary parts.
is exactly similar, in the radial dependence of its magnitude and phase, to that of an electric
field emitted by a magnetic dipole. In this particular case however—in marked contrast to the
components of the electric field in E1–E1 coupling, equations (8) and (9), and E2–E1 coupling,
equations (22) and (23)—there is only a transverse field (28). Moreover this disappears when
k = 0. The latter observation is not surprising; it registers the fact that static electric dipoles do
not interact with static magnetic dipoles. Nonetheless, the difference in behaviour when k = 0
flags the fact that this preclusion of coupling between electric and magnetic dipoles no longer
applies when those concerned are transition dipoles, and energy flows between the particles
thus coupled. One feature that all of these forms of coupling have in common is that in their
long-range asymptotes, the magnitude of each field runs with R−1, as befits the inverse square
law in the associated electromagnetic intensities.
We conclude by observing that this analysis affords obvious opportunities to write code
for static and animated graphical depictions whose visualizations further assist interpretation.
The tensor algebra is straightforward and a wide range of physical insights is afforded by
the analysis. In principle, experimental realizations are also possible; as has been noted,
optical binding experiments afford opportunities to mechanically register the precisely damped
oscillations in field dependence that characterize the exhibited graphics.
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